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GFI’s Unlimited | Network Security checks the boxes of SMBs’ key security needs:

■ Secure Network with Firewall & intrusion prevention: Block threats at your doorway
■ Secure Traffic with Web & Email Antivirus: Clean email & web traffic as it comes into your network
■ Secure Endpoints with Vulnerability monitoring and patching: Fix vulnerabilities & holes in your security

All this for as low as $35.90 PER YEAR per person/node protected. This is less than half the cost from other vendors 
that offer less capabilities!

Here is an overview of some of the most critical capabilities:

Capabilities Comparison
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Sophos Barracuda Solarwinds Qualys

Firewall & Intrusion prevention

Secure VPN & site to site connections%

Web AV and malware protection

E-mail AV and malware protection

Policy based web content filtering

Policy based e-mail content filtering

Vulnerability scanning

Patch management

Threat Level Reporting

Complience auditing

Traffic Monitoring

Endpoint Antivirus
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Capabilities Cheat Sheet

Firewall & intrusion prevention

All-in-one Unified Threat Management (UTM) solution providing comprehensive next-generation firewall protection of 
your network and data. Including intrusion prevention and many other enhanced security tools. (software & hardware 
appliances available).

Secure VPN & site-to-site connections

Secure your client-to-site connections with high-performance, configuration-free VPN clients—or use an industry-
standard IPsec VPN client, such as those pre-loaded on mobile devices. Two-step verification, and L2TP/IPsec 
for mobile devices.

Web antivirus & malware protection

Web scanning for viruses and malware powered by Bitdefender. Configure it in seconds; scanning will begin 
on multiple protocols. 

Email antivirus & malware protection

Uniquely provides advanced email threat protection using four Antivirus engines (powered by industry leaders 
Bitdefender, Avira, Kaspersky and Cyren).  

Policy based content & application  iltering

Provides two policy-based content filtering configurations that protect your company’s web and email traffic. It 
includes 500 different web and application content categories covering 99.9% of the active web at 99% accuracy 
providing maximum protection and flexibility.  Get email content filtering using four core engines that scan both 
inbound and outbound traffic.

Vulnerability scanning

The vulnerability scanner can identify more than 60,000 vulnerabilities. It scans devices, identifies and 
categorizes security vulnerabilities, and recommends a course of action. The vulnerability assessment database 
includes standards such as OVAL (11,500+ checks) and SANS Top 20. It is updated frequently from BugTraq, SANS 
Corporation, OVAL, CVE and others.

Patch management

Remediate patches and updates for operating systems and applications. Compatible with Microsoft®, Mac OS X® 
and Linux®, operating systems, as well as many third-party applications such as Apple QuickTime®, Adobe® 
Acrobat®, Adobe Flash® Player, Adobe Reader®, Adobe Shockwave® Player, Mozilla® Firefox®, Mozilla 
Thunderbird®, Java® Runtime and supports all major browsers (Microsoft Internet Explorer® Mozilla Firefox®, Google 
Chrome™ Apple Safari® and Opera™).

Threat level reporting

Using scan results it provides a view of the threat and risk levels for each group, network, or device, and provides 
a breakdown of threat and risk levels based on severity of open vulnerabilities and patches.

Compliance auditing

Provides a wide range of detailed reporting to track risk and compliance achievements over time. These reports 
ensure you have proof of an active safeguard strategy to stay compliant with regulations (credit card, healthcare, 
data privacy, etc.)

Traffic monitoring

Provides traffic monitoring visibility into your real-time traffic, both incoming and outgoing, giving you the insights 
required to set your QoS and bandwidth management rules.


